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Dance, Dance, Dance
Dance fits very well with people who are not into the gym exercise routine, or the sport routine.
Some large companies offer dances on special occasions like Christmas time, but often haven’t
considered offering them more regularly on a weekly, biweekly, or monthly basis. The type of
dance Wellness Risk Management considers, when asked by a company, will be the Lead-and-
Follow kind. This is opposed to the Freestyle Dance (no physical touching) that is offered by
many large companies. Think Ballroom, Latin, Swing Dance and others where memorizing steps
will be required. That memorization is what is good for the physical brain and the functioning of
the mind. We are asking people to think while they are dancing.

Dance Program Sustainability
Companies that are large enough to sustain a dance, and have sufficient people interested in
learning the lead and follow type of dance, can select an option to have dance lessons taught and
dances run initially by Wellness Risk Management.

Why Dance
The reasons for dance are multiple. Memorized dance routines offer benefits for both the mind
and the body. See our IMPLEMENTATION document below for more on the dance option.

We offer the lead and follow variety of dance and the eclectic contemporary themes. Eclectic
because we will teach a large group of dances covering the Ballroom Group, the Latin Group, the
Swing Dance Group, the Country Two-Step, Nightclub Two-Step, Disco, and Hustle. This large
group of 24 types of dances will give people a good background to understand various types of
dance while at the same time learning them will help the brain grow.

Dance is Optional
Dances are optional for a company and only when there is sufficient interest to sustain lessons or
a dance. Wellness Risk Management would start the dance process and then seek to train
volunteers to help with the dances and eventually take over the lesson and dance venue duties.

We explain more about dance in our Wellness Risk Management IMPLEMENTATION document
on our documents page at the following web page then scroll to page 4.

 https://WellnessRiskManagement.com/documents.html#implement 

Making Wellness a Priority
Creating Value for Society

Helping Business Manage Wellness
Teaching Evidence-Based Wellness

Learning Chronic Disease prevention Strategies
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